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Ultrasound imaging is widely used in medicine because of its benign characteristics and real-time
capabilities. Physics theory suggests that the application of tomographic techniques may allow
ultrasound imaging to reach its full potential as a diagnostic tool allowing it to compete with other
tomographic modalities such as x-ray computer tomography, and MRI. This paper describes the
construction and use of a prototype tomographic scanner and reports on the feasibility of imple-
menting tomographic theory in practice and the potential of ultrasoundsUSd tomography in diag-
nostic imaging. Data were collected with the prototype by scanning two types of phantoms and a
cadaveric breast. A specialized suite of algorithms was developed and utilized to construct images
of reflectivity and sound speed from the phantom data. The basic results can be summarized as
follows. sid A fast, clinically relevant US tomography scanner can be built using existing technol-
ogy. sii d The spatial resolution, deduced from images of reflectivity, is 0.4 mm. The demonstrated
10 cm depth-of-field is superior to that of conventional ultrasound and the image contrast is im-
proved through the reduction of speckle noise and overall lowering of the noise floor.siii d Images
of acoustic properties such as sound speed suggest that it is possible to measure variations in the
sound speed of 5 m/s. An apparent correlation with x-ray attenuation suggests that the sound speed
can be used to discriminate between various types of soft tissue.sivd Ultrasound tomography has
the potential to improve diagnostic imaging in relation to breast cancer detection. ©2005 Ameri-
can Association of Physicists in Medicine. fDOI: 10.1118/1.1897463g
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I. INTRODUCTION

UltrasoundsUSd provides a safe, noninvasive, nonioniz
imaging modality for a wide spectrum of medical imag
needs. It is commonly used in fetal, cardiac, orthopedic
dominal, genitourinal, and breast imaging. Recent stu
have demonstrated the effectiveness of US imaging in de
ing breast cancer,1 particularly for women with dens
breasts. At the same time, other studies have raised que
about the efficacy of mammography.2 However, despite thes
developments, US is used only as an adjunct to x-ray m
mography. A major reason for ultrasound’s adjunctive ro

its limited imaging capabilities. Specifically, the operator de-
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pendence, limited resolution and contrast, the presen
speckle noise and artifacts are key factors which have
vented US imaging from direct comparison, let alone c
peting with x-ray mammography, computer tomogra
sCTd, and MRI.

Efforts to improve diagnostic accuracy of current US m
be best represented by the success of the “Stavros/Colo
criterion for mass margin evaluation.3 The 98% accuracy o
tained for defining a benign massscriteria of a well-defined
ovoid massd was sufficient for ATL, Inc. to obtain separa
Food and Drug Administration approval for characteriz
benign breast masses with their high-resolution transduc

4 5
1996. Further advances have led to compound imaging
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sSonoCT, ATL/Phillipsd that produces a single averaged
age from three to nine single angled scans. This advance
has resulted in better mass margin identification by re
tion, of speckle, clutter, and ultrasound artifacts.6

These developments suggest that a major evolutio
trend in US imaging technology is toward tomographic
vices. However, none of the current multiview devices, s
as SonoCT, are truly tomographic, in the sense of x-ray
and MRI, in that they operate over a limited range of vi
ing angles and do not make use of the transmitted en
True tomographic techniques have the potential to mea
and interpret the scattered field, produced by the intera
of the US pulse with the tissue through which it is propa
ing, thereby markedly expanding US imaging potentia7,8

Although the computational and data acquisition requ
ments have been major barriers to successful implemen
of US tomography, recent technological advances in com
ing and electronics have led to renewed optimism for
development of clinically relevant tomography-based
scanners. A number of investigators and their groups ar
tively developing tomography-based US scanners.9–20 After
the pioneering work of Greenleaf10 in tissue characterizatio
and more recently work in US tomography by Andreet al.,9

current work is being carried out on a number of fronts
includes Johnsonet al.11 sTechniScan Incd, Marmarelis’
group at US,12 Waag’s group at Rochester,13 and the work a
the Karmanos Cancer InstitutesKCId in Detroit.14–20

In this paper we describe the results of US tomogra
research at the KCI. In particular, we focus on the exp
mental results arising from the use of a prototype US sca
developed in conjunction with the Lawrence Livermore
tional LaboratorysLLNL d. In Sec. II we describe the bas
physical principles of US tomography. The general meth
associated with the data collection and analysis are desc
in Sec. III. Section IV describes the imaging experime
undertaken with the prototype scanner. The clinical relev
of the results is discussed in Sec. V. A summary of the w
and the future trajectory of this research is presented in

VI.
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II. PHYSICAL PRINCIPLES OF US TOMOGRAPHY

A. The scattered field

When an ultrasound pulse propagates through tissu
path is governed by the variations in tissue properties.
sensitivity of the US pulse to these tissue variations lea
the formation of a complex scattered fieldsFig. 1d. The scat
tered field therefore contains information about the prop
tion medium, in this case, human tissue. We now discus
theoretical principles that define the interaction of US w
tissue and lead to the formation of a scattered field.

1. Reflection and refraction

When an ultrasound wave passes through an interfac
tween two materials at an oblique angle, and the mate
have different indices of refraction, it produces both refle
and refracted waves. Refraction takes place at an inte
due to the different velocities of the acoustic waves wi
the two materials. The velocity of sound in each materi
determined by the material propertiesselastic modulus an
densityd for that material. Snell’s law equates the ratio
material velocitiesV1 and V2 to the ratio of the sines
incidentsf1d and refractionsf2d angles, as shown in Fig.
Note that in the diagram, there is a reflected longitud
wave sV18d shown. This wave is reflected at the same a
srelative to normald as the incident wave because the
waves are traveling in the same material and, therefore,
the same velocities. The strength of the reflected wa
determined by the acoustic impedances of the two med

Theacoustic impedancesZd of a material is defined as t
product of densitysrd and acoustic velocitysVd of that ma-
terial.

Z = rV. s1d

In the case of normal incidence, the reflected energy i

FIG. 1. Interaction of the US puls
with the target leads to a scattered fi
sleftd. In conventional B scansrightd
beamforming is used to launch
narrow beam into the tissue. On
the directly backscattered US ene
sechod is collected. In a tomograph
approach sleftd much more of th
target is insonified, resulting in a sc
tered field that is then sampled
the detectors surrounding the targ
sTx=transmitter;Rx=receiverd. The
dashed arrows represent the scatt
field while the solid arrows represe
the transmitted pulsesreflecting the
broad beam pattern of the individu
transducer elementsd.
lated to the change in acoustic impedance, as follows:
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R= FZ2 − Z1

Z2 + Z1
G2

. s2d

It should be noted that the sum of the transmitted so
energy plus the reflected sound energy is a conserved
tity. In the absence of absorption, no energy is lost direct
a result of these interactions.

The reflections and refractions occur because of varia
in the acoustic impedance of tissue. Consequently, whe
US pulse is injected into tissue the output is not a sim
transmission or backreflection of the pulse but rather an
tended acoustic field, the so-called “scattered field.”
scattered field contains information about the reflec
boundaries of the tissue as well as acoustic properties o
medium as described in the following.

2. Sound speed

The speed of sound within a material is a function of
properties of the material and is independent of the am
tude of the sound wave and nearly independent of the a
tic frequency. The general relationship between the spe
sound in material and its density and elastic constan
given by

V =Îc

r
, s3d

whereV is the speed of sound,c is the elastic constant, a
r is the material density. Variations in sound speed contri
to the reflections and refractions discussed earlier. The t
mitted component of the scattered field contains informa

FIG. 2. Illustration of Snell’s law showing reflection and refraction of
incident ray. Diffraction occurs when the wavelength of the US wav
comparable to the size of the scattering object. Reflection, refraction
diffraction act to alter the path of the US pulse away from a straight
trajectory.
about the velocity variations in the propagating medium.
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3. Attenuation

The combination of absorption and scattering is refe
to as attenuation which is a measure of how much ener
lost from a straight path connecting two points. Tissu
characterized by an inhomogeneous distribution of s
speed and density, making an ultrasound pulse exper
multiple refractions and reflections as it propagates thr
tissue. Furthermore, diffraction occurs when ultraso
waves interact with structures in the tissue that are co
rable in size to the wavelength of the ultrasound. The c
bination of multiple refractions, reflections, and diffract
leads to scattering. Scattering causes ultrasound energy
redirected in directions away from the incident direct
This energy is not lost but simply redirected. Absorptio
defined as the conversion of ultrasound energy into hea
ing the propagation of the ultrasound pulse. In this c
ultrasound energy is lost and cannot be recovered.

Attenuation is defined mathematically as the decay ra
the US pulse amplitude as the pulse propagates throug
material. The amplitude of a spatially decaying plane w
can be expressed as

A = A0e
−asfdz. s4d

In this expressionA0 is the amplitude of the propagati
wave at a reference location. The amplitudeA is the reduce
amplitude after the wave has traveled a distancez from that
initial location. The quantitya is the attenuation coefficie
of the wave traveling in thez direction. For human tissue t
bulk average attenuation coefficient is a strong functio
frequency,f, and can be expressed as

a = 0.5 dB/MHz/cm. s5d

In practice, the attenuation coefficient varies relative to
mean value because of variations in tissue type. The
tered field contains information on the attenuation of
signals because the detected pulse amplitude can be
pared with the originalstransmittedd pulse amplitude and th
level of attenuation inferred.

As can be seen from the above discussion, the sca
field is shaped by the propagation of US in an inhom
neous medium that is governed by reflection, refraction,
attenuation and contains information about the variation
acoustic properties of the medium. Table I presents repr

d

TABLE I. Representative values of attenuation and sound speed for
tissue.

Material

Attenuation
coefficientsdB/cmd

Sound speed
m/s1.0 MHz 2.5 MHz

subcutaneous fat 0.89 1.71 1470
Internal fat 0.92 1.8 1470
high attenuation tumor 0.92 3.2 1549
Cyst 0.06 0.38 1569
Glandular parenchyma 1.02 2.94 1515
tative values of attenuation and sound speed for breast tissue.
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In order to use measurements of the scattered fie
determine the acoustic properties of the insonofied volum
is necessary to solve the “inverse” problem, that is, to d
mine unknowncausesbased on observation of theireffects.
Within tissue thecausesare reflection, refraction, and atten
ation of US pulses and theeffectsare the spatial and tim
dependent properties of the scattered field. In general,
problems cannot be solved analytically and numerical a
rithms are needed to perform the inversion. Such algori
are described in Sec. III.

B. Conventional US imaging

Conventional US is driven by the need for real-time d
acquisition and display. Since computational speed is the
to real-time functionality, some of the complex physics a
ciated with US propagation is traded off. Three of the m
trade-offs involve the following simplifications.

s1d Modeling the propagation of US using straight-r
theory. Straight-ray theory is only a basic approximat
of the true physics of acoustic wave propagation an
only valid for purely homogeneous media.

s2d Assuming a two-dimensional geometry and collec
only the directly backscattered reflections. The arrival of
the reflected signals is recorded only back along th
rection of the emitted pulsessi.e., only the so-calle
180° reflections are recordedd. In reality, the emitte
pulses interact so strongly with the tissue that a “s
tered field” of acoustic energy is producedsFig. 2d.
Acoustic energy is distributed in all directions so t
only a small fraction of the US energy comes dire
back to the detectors. Consequently, the strength o
return signal is weak and it is necessary to “beam fo
sfocus energy in a specific directiond in order to amplify
the return signalswith most of the emitted energy st
lostd.

s3d Operator dependence. Real-time imaging can be impl
mented for modest volumes of tissue but requ
manual translation of the device in order to image
entire volume of interest.

These trade-offs for real time imaging have comprom
image quality and resulted in a loss of diagnostic informa
contained in the US–tissue interaction. A tomographic
proach has the potential to “undo” these trade-offs leadin
a marked increase in the signal-to-noise ratio while redu
artifacts and yielding higher quality images for greater c
cal “sensitivity.” Furthermore, the US signals that propa
through the breast, and which are never reflected back,
tain additional information. These transmitted signals ca
used to calculate acoustic parameters, not contained i
reflection data, such as sound speed and attenuation, po

9–28
leading to greater clinical “specificity.”
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C. Implementation of US tomography

Tomographic principles have been implemented i
working US scanner. As described in the next section
early prototype was designed and built in order to carry
phantom experiments that were aimed at:

sid defining an engineering solution for a human-
clinical scanner,

sii d developing the associated algorithms for image
construction,

siii d assessing the potential of the clinical scanne
diagnostic imaging of the breast.

Major design goals included the ability to penetrate tis
with minimal attenuation and to generate images with g
spatial resolution and contrast even at the center of a h
attenuating cadaveric breast.

Although the resolution,u of tomographic images is go
erned generally by the acoustic properties of the medium
wavelength,l, of the ultrasound, may be a limiting fact
This limitation can be estimated using the following sim
considerations. In the case of reflection imaging,

u = 0.5l. s6d

The relationship between wavelength and frequency is g
by

l =
V

f
, s7d

whereV is the speed of sound in tissue andf is the ultra-
sound frequency. Combining Eqs.s6d and s7d yields

u = 0.5
V

f
. s8d

For a target resolution of 0.5 mm, inversion of Eq.s8d yields
f =1.5 MHz. Examination of Eq.s5d shows that this choic
of frequency leads to a reduction in the attenuation co
cient of 6 dB relative to a standard B-scan device oper
at 9 MHz. Therefore, the choice of 1.5 MHz is optimal
our purposes because it leads to a reduction in attenu
while maintaining high resolution. The reduction in atten
tion has the added advantage of allowing the introductio
simplifying assumptions in the reconstruction algorith
One such assumption is the use of a 2.5 D tomographi
proach in which data are acquired in 2D planes which
reconstructed into 2D images and stacked to reconstr
three-dimensionals3Dd volume. This approach assumes
little scattering takes place out of the plane so that 2D a
rithms can be used to produce the tomographic images.
sequently, the choice of the relatively low US frequenc
1.5 MHz enables this simpler approach and justifies avo
the full 3D approach.

III. GENERAL METHODS

A. Experimental tomographic scanner

KCI has collaborated with Lawrence Livermore Natio

LaboratorysLLNL d to build a proof-of-concept engineering
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1379 Duric et al. : Development of ultrasound tomography for breast imaging 1379
prototype to test the feasibility of building a clinically r
evant device with available technology. The resulting s
ner utilized an independently revolving pair of transduce
emulate a high density array of ultrasonic transducers.
transmitting and receiving elements used were commerc
available products: the Ultran 230757 and Ultran 230
transducer, respectively. The data were sampled at a
quency of 20 MHz. The active area of each transducer
sured 0.38 mm312 mm. The transmitted signal wave fo
was a three-cycle sinusoidal pulse at 1.5 MHz resulting i
effective signal bandwith of about 1 MHz. The net amp
cation used was 35 dB. A schematic of the scanner is sh
in Fig. 3.

After successful testing and debugging, the prototype
used to carry out a series of experiments. The experim
setup is shown in Fig. 4. Two transducers are mounted o
scanner. The relative positions of the two transducers
encoded to better than 0.05 mm. For each position o
transducer, the receiver is moved around a 320° circular
of radius 15 cm,sthe 40° gap was the result of mechan
limitation of the two rotation stages used in the experime
setupd. The transmitter emits a pulse for each position of
receiver for up to 1600 receiver positionssposition incre
ments of 0.2°d. The transmitter position is also moved alo
the circular path and the firing sequence repeated for
new position of the transmitter. The transmitter is move
increments of 1° for a total of 360 positions. The ove
firing sequence is illustrated in Fig. 5. The data prese
here were generated by using a total of 320 receiver pos
and 360 transmitter positions, for a total of over 105 receive-
transmit pairs. The targets were placed at the center o
ring with the long axis of the cylindrical phantom orien
vertically relative to the plane of the ring. Each data

represents a 2D slice through the target. The ring plane wa

Medical Physics, Vol. 32, No. 5, May 2005
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translated in the vertical direction allowing for 3D rec
structions from stacked 2D planes of data. All scans w
performed at 10 mm slice thickness, as determined by
beam width of the transducers.

The data sets resulting from the above-mentioned s
were typically, 2Gbytes per slice in size and were sto
on a raid-type disk farmsFig. 3d. The raw data sets consis
of measured pulse trains, processed to determine the
quency spectrum and arrival time for each pulse. The ar
times were used to construct reflection and sound spee
ages while the pulse spectrum data were used to dete
the attenuation.

FIG. 3. Schematic of the engineeri
prototype scanner.

FIG. 4. The experimental setup of the Karmanos scanner is shown wi
cadaveric breast immersed in the water tank. The scanning process is

sin Fig. 5.
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B. The phantoms

Experiments were designed to image progressively m
complex targets in order to test the basic capabilities o
scanner. Two basic phantoms were used to ascertain pu
resolution and mass marginssi.e. microcalcifications an
cystsd. Each is a cylindrically shaped phantom 40 mm
diameter by ,150 mm in height and filled with Aga
N-propanol, and H2O proportioned to attain an intern
sound speed of,1.54 mm/ms. The phantoms are hous
within a Latex casing. The “microcalcification” phantom h
five pairs of nylon wiress0.2 mm diameterd running the
length of the phantom with pair spacings from 2 to 5 m
The pairs form a pentagon whose vertices are,12.5 mm
from the center of the phantom. A cross-sectional slice of
phantom represents “microcalcifications” of diame
0.2 mm sFig. 6d. The “cyst” phantom has two inclusio
s10-mm-diam Latex tubesd running the length of the pha
tom and filled with a water/alcohol mixture having a low
sound speed relative to the surrounding medium. The in
sions in the cyst phantom mimic the slower sound spee
fluid filled cysts in a low contrast setting. Furthermore, n
rally occurring deformations in the inclusions helped mi
invagination and exophytic features. A cross-sectional
of the cyst phantom represents a pair of “cysts” each ha
a diameter of 1 cmsFig. 6d. A third target used in this stud

FIG. 5. The scanning process. The receiver revolves along a circular p
eter recording signals at up to 1600 positions for each position o
transducers.
Medical Physics, Vol. 32, No. 5, May 2005
te

-

is a normal cadaveric human breastsFig. 6d placed in forma
lin and sealed in a 100-mm-diam, cylindrical container w
fiducial nylon wires running the length of the outside of
container at four locationssquadrantsd. The purpose of th
phantom is to test the ability of the scanner to image
complex, highly scattering medium of the breast.

The two phantoms and cadaveric breast specimen
scanned by the prototype at a frequency of 1.5 MHz, a c
cal reflection ultrasound unitsGE Logiq 600, using a broa
band 6–11 MHz linear transducer arrayd and a clinical CT
scannersGE Lightspeed Quad detector arrayd. All scans were
performed at 10 mm slice thickness to generate multipl
mographic images per phantom. Each slice required a
scan time to emulate a fully populated array within the
totype. The x-ray CT scans were performed at 1.25 mm
thickness. The phantoms were placed in the water tank
their long axes oriented vertically, such that the scan
process produced cross sectional slices at one or more
through the test object.

C. Image reconstruction

Generally, a tomographic reconstruction is always b
on a method that “blurs” over space some characte
property of the medium that is responsible for the ove
“integral” effect. For example, an increase in the propaga
time of a sound wave that is caused by a variation of
sound speed in the medium can be approximated by as
ing a distribution of unit cells of a finite size where the so
speed is assumed constant within a cell. The way this is
and the manner in which the reconstructions are im
mented into practical algorithms are now described.

The reconstruction algorithms are grouped into two b
types, according to whether they use the recorded b
scattered field or the forward-scattered field to construc
images. The former are referred to asreflection algorithm
while the latter are termedtransmission algorithms. The rel-
evant geometries are shown schematically in Fig. 7. E
results from these algorithms have been described.14–20

1. Reflection algorithms

The scattered field contains information about the refl
ing boundaries located within the insonofied volume.

-

FIG. 6. Cross sections of the microc
cification phantomsad and the cys
phantomsbd. The cadaveric breast
shown inscd.
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1381 Duric et al. : Development of ultrasound tomography for breast imaging 1381
reflective boundaries are defined by changes in acousti
pedance in the propagating material. We have develope
gorithms that analyze the scattered field and determin
locations of the reflective boundaries. The output of s
algorithms is a 2D image of the reflective surfaces. The
sults shown here are based on a class of algorithms kno
migration algorithms. They are based on a fundamental
ciple that was first formulated by Claerbout29 as “reflectors
exist at pointsfin the mediumg where the first arrival of th
downgoing wave is time-coincident with the upgoing wav

For practical realization of this method it is important
correctly determine the propagation times ofsid the transmit
ted acoustic wave that travels from a sound transduc
some reflecting boundary within the investigated med
and sii d the reflected wave generated at this boundary
travels to the sound receiver. The most important param
Medical Physics, Vol. 32, No. 5, May 2005
-
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e
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of the medium that has to be known in order to complete
migration transformation is the speed of the ultrasound p
In the case of a sound wave propagating through the b
tissue all the variations of the sound speed are relat
small and the average speed of migration can be safe
sumed constant. This assumption also allows us to
within the “straight ray” approximation meaning that all
refraction effects are generally small and can be negle
The spatial resolution of this reconstruction is generally
erned by the wavelength of the ultrasound and can be
mated based on the simple considerations described in
II C.

In our experimental setup, measurements of the rec
pulse train exist for a fixed set of angles for all position
the sound transmittersall viewsd. In principle, this fixed se
of angles could correspond to the entire circular ape

FIG. 8. Microcalcification phantom:sad A schematic
representation of the phantom in cross section. Th
beled arrows refer to the separations of the pair
wires. Each wire has a radius of 0.2 mm.sbd A B-scan
image using the GE Logiq 600. The spatial resolutio
approximately 1 mm. Speckle noise and shadowing
present in the image.scd Reflection image from the pr
totype scanner, showing elimination of speckle an
marked reduction in the noise level. The image is c
acterized by a spatial resolution of 0.4 mm. Image
reconstructed as described in Sec. III C 1.sdd A sound
speed image from the prototype scanner. The sp
resolution is approximately 1 mm. Some artifacts
evident near the periphery of the cylinder and at
center. Image was reconstructed as described in
III C 1.

FIG. 7. The geometries that define
reflected and transmitted data. Mo
ment of the receive and transmit tra
ducers creates effective arrays,
shown. Although the engineering p
totype can synthesize a full-circu
aperture any portion of the apertu
can be used for image reconstructio
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si.e., 360°d. In practice, a narrower range of anglesstypically
40°d was used in order to speed up the reconstruction
cess. Each of the recorded pulse trains allows one to
struct a position on the reflecting boundary. By using a l
number of pulse train measurements we are able to imp
on the accuracy of locating and defining the reflec
boundary and its diffracting properties, relative to conv
tional ultrasound, leading to high-resolution high-dyna
range reflection images.

FIG. 10. The cadaveric breast.sad An x-ray CT image showing fatty repl
some fibrous structure along directions perpendicular to the insonofy
speckle noise is evident as is the strong attenuation gradient.scd The prototy
and sound speedsshowing the underlying tissue and fluidd data. The resol

of the tissue fibers suggest that the resolution is,1 mm and sound speed var

Medical Physics, Vol. 32, No. 5, May 2005
-
-

e

2. Transmission algorithms

This class of algorithms is based on the same phy
principles as conventional computer tomographysCTd but
adopted specifically for ultrasound implementation.
main difficulty in implementation of the ultrasound tom
raphy is that in this case the data set is almost always in
plete and standard methods used in CTslike the inverse Ra
don transformation for exampled cannot be directly applie

FIG. 9. The cyst phantom:sad Cross-sectional sch
matic of the cyst phantom. The 1-cm-diam cysts
enclosed in a 4-cm-diam cylinder.sbd B-scan imag
made with the GE Logiq 600. The cysts are identi
by the anechoic regions. The speckle noise is evide
are glint and shadowing artifacts.scd Reflection imag
from the prototype scanner showing well-defined
margins with folds and dimples of the cyst clearly
lineated. These features are not seen in the B-sca
age. There is no evidence of speckle but there are
artifacts associated with the pulse ringing. Image
reconstructed as described in Sec. III C 1.sdd Prototype
sound speed imagescourtesy Techniscan Inc.d also
shows well-defined cyst margins and good differen
tion of the water, cylinder, and cyst interiors.

ent and underlying fibrous architecture.sbd A single view B scan shows on
eamhe beam illuminates the tissue downward from the top of the imaged. The
enerated image is a superposition of refectionsshowing the fibrous structurd
can only be estimated because of the absence of known structures.
acem
ing bst
pe-g
ution
iations of 5 m/s are discernible.
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Instead, to reconstruct the acoustic properties of the me
sand more importantly the spatial distribution of the acou
propertiesd more complex and computationally intense m
ods have to be utilized.

The basic idea of the ultrasound tomographic transfo
tion can be formulated as follows. Let us assume tha
have N transmitter/receiver pairssand correspondingly th
same number of rays that cross the investigated mediad. Gen-
erally, the reconstruction is done using a rectangular grid
within each of the unit cells we assume the sound sp
attenuation to be constant. Let the total number of unit
be equal toM.

The sound travel time along the rayi is Ti =o j=1
M li,jbj,

wherel i,j is the length of this ray’s path inside the cellj sif
the ray does not cross this cell this value is zerod andbj is the
reverse sound speed in this cell. This means that the d
bution of sound speed can be reconstructed by solvin
system ofN equationshTi =o j=1

M li,jbjj. In practice the solutio
of this system of equations is difficult to obtain since
values ofTi are large andl i,j are small. For this we introduc
an initial model hbj

0j. For this model we havehTi
0

=o j=1
M li,jbj

0j. By subtracting the second system from the
one, we arrive at hTi −Ti

0=o j=1
M li,jsbj −bj

0dj, or hDTi

=o j=1
M li,jDbjj. It is not uncommon that the number of eq

tions in this system exceeds the number of unknowns
this reason the solution has to be found in the “least squ
sense” taking special care to ensure the stability of the
tion.

Since the actual value ofN is generally very largesaround
250 000 or even largerd only the rays that actually cross t
investigated object have to be used in the tomographi
construction. In addition, the implication of some additio
selection rules, for example selecting the cells inside the
ject that have been crossed by the rays no less then a c
number of times, allows the algorithm to operate with a
nificantly reduced system of equationss10 000–30 000d
without any noticeable degradation of the resultant re
structed image.

The above-noted method can be used to solve the in
problem of using the transmission data to characterize
insonofied volume. More specifically, it can be used to tr
form measurements of arrival times and amplitude
sound speed and attenuation values at each pixel locatio
described earlier, attenuation is frequency dependentfEq.
s5dg. Therefore, the amount of attenuation can be estim
from the amount of shift in the central frequency of the
ceived pulse arising from the preferential attenuation o
higher frequency components of the pulse.

TABLE III. Cyst phantom.

Background Interior

Reflection
Sound
speed

1485±3 m/s 1535±5 m/
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IV. RESULTS

Images were reconstructed using the above-describe
flection and transmission algorithms. Images of reflect
and sound speed are shown in Figs. 8–10 for the three
toms scanned in this study. Attenuation imaging is sti
progress and will be described in a future paper. The im
quality for the various phantoms is summarized in the
formance matrix to follow. The terms in the matrix are
scribed as follows.

Background:All phantoms were immersed in water. T
water is referred to as the background.

Interior: The interior of each phantom is made of aga
material whose sound speed mimics that of breast tissu
typical value is 1540 m/s though there are unknown v
tions from phantom to phantom. The number entered in
column is the measured sound speed for the interior.

Microcalcifications:The microcalcification phantom co
tains 0.2-mm-diam threads aligned vertically along the
of the agar cylinder. In cross section these threads app
circular inclusions, well suited for measuring the resolut
However, their small size prevents accurate sound s
measurements in their vicinity. The diffraction of the ul
sound waves around these wires results in higher s
speeds near the wire. However, these sound speeds a
representative of the wire material itself.

Cysts: The small imbedded cylinders contain a wa
alcohol mixture with a sound speed lower than that of
surrounding agar. These cylinders are meant to mimic w
filled cysts and they test the algorithm’s ability to meas
sound speeds in a low-contrast setting. The values ente
this column are the average sound speeds in the interio
these “cysts.”

Resolution:The ability to measure fine structure in
image. The resolution was estimated by examining the
ages of the microcalcification and cyst phantoms. Know
the size of the objects embedded in the phantoms ha
lowed us to estimate the resolution of the prototype. In
case of the microcalcification phantom this was done

TABLE II. Breast tissue.

Background Interior
Resolution

smmd Accuracy

Reflection 0.5 0.1%
Sound
speed

1485±5 m/s 1425±5 to 1475±5 m/s 0.4 0.3%

Cysts
Resolution

smmd Accuracy

0.4 0.1%
1510±3 m/s 1.0 0.3%
s
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comparing the apparent diameters of the wires with
known values. In case of the cyst phantom it was don
measuring the thicknesses of the cysts walls. In both c
the following formula was used:

Dapparent= ÎDtrue
2 + DPSF

2

to solve for the diameter of the point spread functionsDPSFd,
where the profiles were assumed to be Gaussian.

Accuracy:The ability to differentiate variations in sou
speed as a function of location within the breast is an im
tant aspect of tissue characterization. Figures in this co
refer to the minimum percentage variations that can be
ambiguously discerned relative to water. In the case o
flection the accuracy refers to the lowest amplitude pulse
is discernible on reflection, relative to the strongest em
pulse. The lower the number the betterssee Tables II–IVd.

V. DISCUSSION

The engineering prototype was used to gain insight
the feasibility of implementing a clinical scanner. A key s
in that process is the analysis of the data acquired with
engineering prototype. The most relevant data set used i
study was from the scans of the cadaveric breast. Im
based on the acoustic properties of reflectivity and so
speed can be compared with images made from x-ray
scans. The latter were used to establish a baseline refe
sthe “truth”d in order to help gauge the imaging quality of
US reconstructions.

Figure 11 shows a US reflection image of the cadav
breast at 1.5 MHz and an x-ray CT image, for compari
The cadaveric breast specimen shows predominantly
tissue with thin but prominent internal fibrous bands. The
image shows the overall specimen configuration with ex
lent morphologic comparison to the CT scan. There is
no loss of signal or resolution seen in the near or far fi

TABLE IV. Microcalcification phantom.

Background Interior

Reflection
Sound
speed

1485±3 m/s 1545±5 m/
Medical Physics, Vol. 32, No. 5, May 2005
s,

n
-
-
t

is
s

ce

.
y

Despite the low frequency of the US tomography image
fine architectural detail of internal fibrous bands is simila
that in the CT image. The correlation between reflectivit
the fibrous bands and their x-ray attenuation suggests th
reflectivity may correlate with x-ray absorptionswhich is
proportional to tissue densityd. This is not too surprisin
since, according to Eq.s2d, the reflectivity is related t
changes in acoustic impedance, which in turn are relat
changes in tissue density.

The reflection data provide high-resolution images o
flective boundaries but relatively little quantitative inform
tion. As noted earlier quantitative information can be ad
through the calculation of acoustic properties such as s
speed. Figure 12 shows the reflection image with the s
speed information superimposed. The resulting image c
thought of as a reconstruction that utilizes both the refle
and transmitted components of the scattered US field.
most interesting aspect of the combined image is the a
to differentiate various tissue types. The labels in Fig
identify four distinctly different regions. On the basis of th
x-ray morphology and attenuation properties these have
qualitatively identified as fibrous structure, fatty tissue,
malin fluid and high density tissue. The fibrous bands,
dent in the x-ray image as filamentary structures, are
evident in the US image. The fibrous structure seen in th
image is revealed best by the acoustic property of reflec
as evidenced by its presence in the reflection imagesFig. 11d.
The fatty tissue is characterized in the CT images by reg
of smooth, low-x-ray-absorptionslow densityd regions of tis
sue. In the US image this same region is characterized
smooth distribution of slowly varying sound speed. In b
cases, the fatty tissue appears as an underlying sub
within which the fibrous bands are embedded. The re
labeled in Fig. 12 as high-density tissue refers to the stri
fibrous tissue that have apparently high absorption to x

Points
Resolution

smmd Accuracy

0.3 0.1%
1610±5 m/s 1.0 0.3%

FIG. 11. Reflection image of cadaveric breastsleftd. The
corresponding x-ray CT image is shown on the ri
The cadveric breast is oriented verticallysout of the
paged in a cylindrical container so that the above rep
sents a cross-sectional view.
s
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Although we do not have the histological study to determ
its nature, we do note that it has high sound speed relati
the rest of the breast. In fact, it has the highest sound s
values of the four regions identified in Fig. 12. In the cas
the fourth region, the formalin fluid, it is identified in t
x-ray image as a smooth, feature-free region having x
absorption levels intermediate to those of the fatty tissue
high-density tissue. Interestingly, in the US image, the
malin liquid has a sound speed intermediate between
fatty tissue and high-density tissue.

Comparison of the US image with the “truth image” s
gests that it is possible to identify four distinct regions on
basis of acoustic properties alone. The regions and the a
tic property by which they are identified are listed as follo

sid Fibrous bands: reflectivity,
sii d Fatty tissue: sound speed: 1425 m/
siii d Dense tissue: sound speed: 1525 m/
sivd Formalin fluid: sound speed: 1475 m/

These results suggest that US tomography has the pot
to characterize tissue in addition to providing high resolu
morphological information. The potential for clinically re
evant tissue characterization and the promise of identif
cancer on the basis of acoustic properties will be explore
a future paper.

VI. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

A prototype US tomographic scanner was built for
purpose of utilizing tomographic techniques in suppor
developing improved US diagnostic imaging. Using a pa
transducers on independent rotation stages the scanner

FIG. 12. Example of possible data fusion and parameter correlations. T
The slice is from a different location compared to the one shown in the
sgray scale coded: lowest sound speed=white; highest sound speed id
from 1425 to over 1500 m/s. This range of sound speed is consisten
tissue while the higher range represents fibrous tissue. Inspection of t
lower than water, compatible with the fatty breast seen on the x-ray C
that of water. Some enhancement of the sound speed in regions whe
since fibrous tissue and ductal tissues have sound speed higher than
lated a ring of up to 360 transmit transducers and up to 1600

Medical Physics, Vol. 32, No. 5, May 2005
o
d

d

e
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receivers. The prototype was used to scan a variety of p
toms and cadaveric tissue. Images of acoustic prop
were successfully constructed from the scanned data
phantom studies demonstrate the following capabilities

sad The spatial resolution, deduced from images of
flectivity, is 0.4 mm. The demonstrated 10
depth-of-field is superior to that of conventional
trasound and the image contrast is improved thro
the reduction of speckle noise and overall lowe
of the noise floor.

sbd Images of acoustic properties such as sound s
suggest that it is possible to measure variation
the sound speed of 5 m/s. An apparent correla
with x-ray attenuation suggests that the sound s
can be used to discriminate between various t
of tissue.

scd A fast, clinically relevant US tomography scan
can be built using existing technology.

sdd Ultrasound tomography has the potential for
proved diagnostic imaging in relation to breast c
cer detection.

Although this early prototype was too slow to be use
clinical studies it did demonstrate a level of imaging ca
bility that would be competitive with existing imaging m
dalities if implemented in a clinical scanner. The next ste
to translate this imaging capability into a faster, clinic
relevant device. To that end we are developing a clin
prototype capable ofin vivo human imaging. The clinic
prototype and the associated clinical studies are the su

gure on the left is an x-ray scan of the cadaveric breast used in our pry.
lier figure. The image on the right is an overlay of US reflectivity on so
ckcadaveric breast shows well-defined variations in the sound speed, r
known variations in sound speed for the breast. The lower range rep
ure shows that the fibrous bands are embedded within tissue that hapeed

age. Sound speeds in the formalin medium range from 1450 to 1475
e fibrous bands are concentrated is also evident. Such an enhancem
he fi
ear

s bla. The
t with
he fig
T im
re th
of a future paper.
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